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A family owned business with a

worldwide
 presence

Established in 1913 our family owned company is a testament 
to the blend of tradition and innovation. The company has a long 
history in the agricultural sector, starting as a supplier of animal 
feed and later fertilizer to local farms, and is now grown out to a 
global supplier of high end, customer specific, handling 
equipment.

With the brothers Gustaaf and Janco Zeeman from the 4th With the brothers Gustaaf and Janco Zeeman from the 4th 
generation of the Zeeman family and Zico Zeeman from the 5th 
generation, the family-owned company continues to lead in its 
field, driven by a commitment to excellence and customer 
satisfaction

Meet

EMT
At EMT our main goal is to offer 
the best bagging,  blending and handling solutions
possible to our customers.

EMT, located in 't Zand, The Netherlands, 
specializes in the development and production of blending, 
bagging, and transport equipment for the fertilizer,
and other bulk industries. It stands as a beacon of
innovation and customer-centric design. 
With having installed over 600 machines in more than 
80 countries worldwide you know you can rely on EMT’s80 countries worldwide you know you can rely on EMT’s
machines.

At EMT BV, we take pride in the complete 
development and production of our machines within 
our own facilities. Our dedicated team of 
mechanical, electrical, and software engineers 
meticulously designs each machine, ensuring 
the high quality of our machines.the high quality of our machines.

Our in-house sales team possesses extensive 
knowledge and deep experience in developing 
bulk handling factories, fully understanding the 
complexities involved. With a wide variety of machinery 
designed to meet the specific needs of both European 
and global markets, we are equipped to address all bulk 
handling challenges our customers may encounter.handling challenges our customers may encounter.



More than 110 years of business

OUR

History
Our History goes back to the year 
1913 when the great grandfather of 
the current generation bought a second- 
hand windmill for the milling of grain.

As evident from our history, we 
always have been dedicated to 
continuous improvement and future 
readiness for over a century. 
Also today we are directing our Also today we are directing our 
efforts towards the future through 
the adoption of new production 
methods, innovative design 
techniques, and the automation of 
our processes.    

Ready for the future

A legacy started
with a 
Windmill

In 1913, the first generation in the 
family business bought a windmill 
to process grain for the local cow 
farmers in their home village. 
After developing the business, the 
business became an animal feed 
producer and supplier of fertilizer producer and supplier of fertilizer 
the local farmers.

With the increasing demand of specialized 
fertilizer in the EU the third generation went 
looking for possibilities to import blenders 
from abroad. This resulted in also importing 
these machines for other companies which 
was the start of EMT and the partnership 
with Doyle from the USA. With this with Doyle from the USA. With this 
partnership EMT became the representative 
for Doyle outside the Americas.

While still importing machinesthe fouth generation 
started production of machines to
customers desired specifications.
This resulted in the EMT of today with
a full inhouse engineering department
and technical production facility capable of 
delivering full factory solutions.delivering full factory solutions.
This resulted in the delivery of more than 600
machines all over the world.

Starting as a machine 
supplier in the
Fertilizer industry

Engineering and 
Producing 
Full factory solutions



Installations in

Countries
80+

Our worldwide representatives
can help you find a suitable solution

that is the most fitting for your 
situation and preferences

On this map you can find
which of our representatives
can help find the right solution
in which areas round the world

600+

WORLDWIDE
Representatives

EMT - Zico Zeeman - emt@emt.tech - +31 (0)224 591213

Paul Wentholt - fertas78@wanadoo.fr  - +33 0609234291

Attie Bezuidenhout - attie@btbits.co.za - +27 (56) 5154100

Maria Camozzi - m.camozzi@intercom.com.ar +1 912 655 1592

Doyle - Main Office - doyle@doylemfg.com - +1 (217)222 1592   

Doyle - Eduardo Martinez - emartinez@doylemfg.com +52 644 998 7661



Quality for us is also about our people. We invest in our 
team's growth and expertise, fostering a culture of excellence 
that translates into superior solutions for our clients. 
At EMT BV,  we don't just aim to meet industry benchmarks; 
we strive to set them,  ensuring we remain leaders in our field. 
Our commitment to quality is what defines us and drives our 
success.

Our dedication to excellence is further guaranteed through Our dedication to excellence is further guaranteed through 
the certification of our ISO 9001 quality management 
system by an accredited testing authority.

At EMT BV,  our commitment to quality is 
our business philosophy. It guides every 
decision we make,  from the selection of 
materials to our manufacturing processes, 
and underpins our after-sales support.  
Ensuring our products and services not only 
meet but exceed our clients' expectations.

Our dedication to excellence is driven by Our dedication to excellence is driven by 
our investment continuous research and 
development. 

OUR COMMITMENT TO

Quality



Blending 
Solutions
With over 40 years of blending experience at EMT we 
can always make sure we offer you the best solution. 
With our wide range of blending machines we always 
have a machine for your situation.
As a supplier of Doyle batch blending equipment and As a supplier of Doyle batch blending equipment and 
a producer of EMT’s own developed weighcont 
continuous blending system we always have a 
machine for you blending needs. From batch blenders 
of 10 tons per hour, continues blending sytems of 300 
tons per hour or even blending lines built in to trailers 
EMT has a machine for your blending needs.

Blending

→ Weighcont - Continuous blending                          20-300T/h
 → Weighcont Portable 40ft - Continuous blending    20-200T/h
    → Weighcont Trailer - Continuous blending           20-200T/h
     → Shamrock blender- Batch blending                   20-80T/h
      → Vertical blender - Batch blending                     30-70T/h
        → Tyler-Kraus - Batch blending                         20-40T/h
          → Smithbuilt - Batch blending                          25-30T/h          → Smithbuilt - Batch blending                          25-30T/h





Big Bagging
Solutions
Our Big bagging machines can bag from 10  up to 300 
tons per hour.
All of machines are contructed of stainless steel with a 
mild steel frame.
Our efficient, customizable bagging equipment 
minimizes waste and optimizes productivity.
With  over 20 customizable big bagging machines we With  over 20 customizable big bagging machines we 
can always deliver a solutions that is suitable for you 
situation.
From budget friendly low-capacity bagging machines to 
high capacity industrial solutions, EMT has an answer 
to your big bagging needs

→ Big Bagging in 3 Horizontal 20ft containers 3 lines   200-220T/h
 → Big Bagging in 3 Horizontal 20ft containers 2 lines 120-140T/h
  → Big Bagging in Vertical Container 2 lines             100-200T/h
   → Big Bag High Speed Twin                              120-140T/h
    → Big Bagging in Vertical Container 1 line             60-120T/h
     → Big Bagging for mineral stones                      40-100T/h
      → Big Bag High Speed                                   60-70T/h      → Big Bag High Speed                                   60-70T/h
       → Big Bag Low Profile                                   30-40T/h
        → Big Bag Economic                                   30-40T/h
         → Big Bag / Small Bag Combi                        10-40T/h
          → Big Bagging Conveyor filling                      25-30T/h

Big Bagging



Coating 
Solutions
Our coating machines delivery perfect coating results 
with efficienty and precision.

With capacaties ranging from 20 to 300 m³ p/h with our 
intergrated and portable machines EMT can deliver the 
right coating solution for you.
And with over 600 machines installed worldwide you 
can trust that EMT deliver what they promise .

Coating

→ Portable Coating 120m³/200m³/250m³
 → Fertilizer Inhibitor Treating Unit
  → Portable Coating with Conveyor
   → Portable Coating with Conveyor and Bypass
    → Coating High Capacity 300m³
     → Portable Coating 200m³
      → Coating Stand Alone      → Coating Stand Alone
       → Coating in factory
        → Portable Container Coating Unit



Handling 
Solutions
Our handling solutions are the result of 30 years of 
experience and engineering.

All of our transport solutions are optimized for 
efficienct and productivity and can be customized to 
meet the customers specification.

From standard belt conveyors, Box filling conveyors, From standard belt conveyors, Box filling conveyors, 
screw auger and bucket elevators EMT has the best 
way to move your product to the next level.

→ Portable Box fill conveyor
 → Belt Conveyor
   → Shuttle conveyor box filling
    → Bucket elevators
     →  Industrial conveyors
      → Screw augers
       → Chain Conveyors       → Chain Conveyors
        →Crushers
         →Roll breakers
          →Screens

Handling



→ Intermediate tipping bucket
 → Marking equipment
  → Sewing machines
   → Weighing Scales
    → Pick-up Buckets
     → Compressors
      → Box Walls      → Box Walls
       → Forklifts

OtherAdditional 
Equipement
EMT BV offers a diverse range of additional equipment 
to complement and enhance your operations, including 
forklifts, fertilizer pick-up buckets, labeling machines, 
sewing machines, sealing machines, and weigh scales. 
Our selection is designed to cater to various aspects of 
your production and packaging processes, ensuring 
efficiency, durability, and optimization of productivity.

Whether you need to streamline your labeling process, Whether you need to streamline your labeling process, 
improve the efficiency of material handling with forklifts 
and pick-up buckets, or ensure precision with weigh 
scales, EMT BV has the solution.

Our commitment to providing high-quality, durable, and Our commitment to providing high-quality, durable, and 
efficient equipment extends across our entire product 
range. With EMT BV, you can enhance your operational 
capabilities, minimize waste, and achieve higher 
productivity levels, ensuring that every aspect of your 
process is optimized for success.
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For all your blending,
bagging and handling needs



LinkedIn - EMT 
blending,  bagging and transport

Facebook - EMT 
blending,  bagging and transport

www.emt.tech

For all your blending,
bagging and handling needs
Contact us today to see how we can help you
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